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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 – 40 POINTS
Barbara, Clayton and Jack were old friends from college and wanted to start a new boutique
hotel in Baton Rouge. Jack had worked previously in the hotel industry. Unbeknownst to Clayton,
Jack and Barbara were more than friends and had been conducting a secret affair for a year.
To own and operate the hotel, Barbara, Clayton and Jack agreed to form a corporation,
called “Luxury Hotel Corporation” (“LHC”). They prepared appropriate articles of incorporation
and filed them with the Secretary of State, but did not prepare bylaws. Barbara and Clayton each
agreed to pay $250,000 for 1,000 shares of LHC. Jack agreed to work full-time without salary for
one year as president of LHC in return for his 1,000 shares. They also agreed that they would
serve as the three members of the board of directors of LHC.
At the first meeting of the board of directors, Jack identified an old bank building as
appropriate for the hotel. In response, the board voted to authorize Jack to negotiate the purchase
of the old bank building. The board also discussed that LHC still needed additional funds, so Jack
asked his good friend, Matthew, to buy shares of LHC. Jack told Matthew that he personally
would provide monthly reports. In response to Jack’s solicitation, Matthew purchased 400 shares
of LHC for $100,000.
Two weeks later, the board met again. Jack reported to the board that the old bank building
was owned by Robinson Corporation and that the price to purchase the building was $400,000.
Jack stated that he recommended the purchase of the old bank building because, in his opinion, it
was a good location and a fair price. Jack did not provide any written documentation to support
his recommendation, including information on the building, the seller, or the proposed sale. All
three directors voted to approve the sale.
At the board meeting, Jack did not disclose his relationship with Barbara. Nor did he
disclose the fact that he owned all of the outstanding shares of Robinson Corporation or that he
had a recent appraisal valuing the old bank building at $250,000.
Following the meeting, LHC bought the old bank building for $400,000. LHC renovated
the building and opened the Luxury Hotel, which was initially successful. Unfortunately, the hotel
quickly went downhill. Jack was so busy seeing Barbara that he gave little time to supervising the
operation of the hotel. Jack also took advantage of his position as president of LHC to rent rooms
to himself free of charge for his liaisons with Barbara.
Matthew repeatedly asked Jack for the monthly reports, but was never provided any
reports. Within six months, the Luxury Hotel was forced to close its doors. Angry about the loss
of his investment, Matthew investigated and found out all the above facts.
1.1.

Upon what theory or theories might Matthew seek to set aside the purchase of the old
bank building by LHC? Discuss fully. (15 points)

1.2.

What type of action for damages may be brought in this case, and by whom? Discuss
fully including any procedural requirements and any differences between the claims.
(For purposes of this question, do not discuss fraud and securities fraud claims). (15
points)

1.3.

Does Matthew have a unilateral right to withdraw from LHC and receive fair value
for his shares? Explain. (10 Points)
[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 – 40 POINTS
Rachel, Sam and Tom wanted to start a new laser tattoo studio in New Orleans. Rachel
and Sam were tattoo artists. Tom was Sam’s friend and an experienced and wealthy businessman
who attended one year of law school. To start the business, they needed a location, an expensive
laser tattoo machine and various inks and supplies.
They agreed to form a new corporation, LaserTat Inc. (“LaserTat”). Tom agreed to write
LaserTat’s articles of incorporation. The articles provide for LaserTat to issue 100 shares: 50
shares to Tom for investing $100,000 and 25 shares to each of Rachel and Sam in return for their
services. The articles also specify that each of the shareholders will share in the profits and losses
of LaserTat in accordance with his or her share ownership and that the corporation will dissolve
after two years. The articles also identify Rachel, Sam and Tom as directors and Rachel as the
agent for service of process for LaserTat. The articles also give Tom’s address as the official
address of the corporation. Rachel, Sam and Tom each signed and dated the articles of
incorporation and Rachel accepted and signed as the official agent for service of process. Tom
volunteered to file the articles of incorporation, but forgot and left the envelope in the bottom of
his briefcase.
The next week, Rachel, Sam and Tom had their first board meeting. Sam described the
laser tattoo machine, XLZ7, they needed and its price, $20,000. The three then voted to authorize
Sam to purchase the XLZ7 for $20,000 on credit. Rachel presented a proposal to purchase $10,000
worth of laser tattoo ink, chairs and other supplies, which the three also voted to approve. The
three also decided that Rachel would be the manager of the business. Tom mentioned that he had
found a great storefront, and the three agreed that Tom was authorized to start discussions with the
building owner.
The next day, Tom contacted the building owner and advised that he worked for LaserTat.
The building owner offered to sell the building to LaserTat for $40,000, which was a reasonable
price. The seller also offered to finance the entire purchase price. Tom immediately accepted the
offer, and they walked across the street to the local notary where they executed the act of sale, a
$40,000 promissory note and a mortgage. Tom signed each of the documents as “Tom, Director,
LaserTat Inc.”
Meanwhile Sam went to the XLZ7 Company’s showroom and looked over the tattoo
machine. Sam was so excited that he immediately agreed to buy an XLZ7 for $20,000 on credit.
Sam signed the purchase order as “Sam” but did not mention that he was buying the machine on
behalf of LaserTat.
Rachel went to the tattoo art supply store, Tats-R-US, and bought $10,000 worth of ink
and supplies also on credit. Rachel signed the purchase order as “Rachel, Manager.” She did not
tell Tats-R-US that she was purchasing the supplies on behalf of LaserTat. On the way home,
Rachel stopped by Office Supply Co. and bought office supplies and coffee for a total invoice of
$500. She signed the invoice as “Rachel, Manager, LaserTat.”
The next week, LaserTat moved into its new location. The XLZ7, the ink and the various
supplies were all delivered. Everything was installed, and Rachel and Sam began tattooing
customers. The business was going great, and LaserTat was making money and had already made
two payments on the $40,000 promissory note. One evening, Tom stopped by LaserTat to see
how the business was doing. Sam was not in the studio at the time, but Rachel was busy with a
customer and placed the laser wand on the side of the chair. Tom, not really paying attention,
picked up the laser wand aiming it at the customer’s arm. Concerned, Rachel stumbled as she
went to grab the laser wand, and pushed the power pedal to the floor. With a flash of green light,
the customer’s arm was severely burned. Horrified, Tom fell into the XLZ7, which then lazed the
alcohol and disinfectant, causing them to burst into flames. Tom then grabbed Rachel and the
customer and dragged them out of the building. The LaserTat building burned to the ground.
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All of LaserTat’s assets burned in the fire with the exception of $20,000 in its bank account.
The customer sued LaserTat and obtained a $500,000 judgment against it for his injuries. LaserTat
then paid the $20,000 to the customer, leaving a $480,000 balance owed to the customer.
2.1.

Is Sam personally liable to pay any or all of the $480,000 still owed to the customer?
Explain why or why not. (8 points)

Assume for purposes of questions 2.2.-2.5. that LaserTat was a validly formed corporation under
Louisiana law.
2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

2.5.

8 Points, total.
A.

Who was initially liable on the $40,000 promissory note payable to the seller
of the building: LaserTat, Tom or both? Explain fully.

B.

Did the liability change by the time of the accident? Explain fully.

8 Points, total.
A.

Who was initially liable to XLZ7 Company for the purchase price for the
XLZ7: LaserTat, Sam or both? Explain fully.

B.

Does either LaserTat or Sam have any rights against the other regarding this
purchase? Explain fully.

8 Points, total.
A.

Who was initially liable for the payment of the invoice of $10,000 worth of
supplies from Tats-R-US: LaserTat, Rachel or both? Explain fully.

B.

Does either LaserTat or Rachel have any rights against the other regarding
this purchase? Explain fully.

8 Points, total.
A.

Who was initially liable for the payment of the $500 invoice for supplies from
Office Supply Co.: LaserTat, Rachel or both? Explain fully.

B.

Does either LaserTat and Rachel have any rights against the other regarding
this purchase? Explain fully.

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 – 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
3.1.

L.L.C. – authority of members for extraordinary transactions

3.2.

L.L.C. – division of profits

3.3.

Indemnity for corporate directors

3.4.

Partner liability for partnership obligations

3.5.

Corporate shareholder voting; quorum requirements

3.6.

Authority for L.L.C. managers

3.7.

Corporation provisions for protecting against shareholder dilution

3.8.

Corporate opportunities; conflict of interest

3.9.

Corporate authority for extraordinary transactions

3.10. Withdrawal from partnerships
[End of Question 3]

END OF BUSINESS ENTITIES TEST
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE I
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS
Alice, an advertising manager, and Brian, a hospitality manager, met at Mardi Gras ten
years ago. They decided to marry and wanted a Mardi Gras wedding in the French Quarter. They
asked a friend who was an ordained minister to perform the ceremony. On Mardi Gras day, after
drinking heavily for hours, Alice and Brian were married at a ceremony performed by their friend
with a few others in attendance. The next day, Brian asked to watch video of the wedding because
he had no recollection of the ceremony.
Shortly before the wedding, Alice’s parents purchased an empty lot down the block from
the home her parents owned in New Orleans. After the wedding, Alice’s parents donated the lot
to Alice to build a home near them. Alice and Brian were thrilled, so they obtained a $200,000
bank loan to fund the construction of a home on the land. After ten months, Alice and Brian moved
in to their new home just before their first child was born. Three years later, they had another
child.
Alice and Brian continued to live in New Orleans. Although they both worked, Alice
handled the majority of the childcare duties. She dropped off and picked up the kids from daycare,
primarily handled doctors’ visits, and usually read to them at night before putting them to bed.
Brian was an involved parent, recently coaching their older child’s soccer team. Alice’s parents
regularly babysat and assisted in childcare duties.
Brian was offered a huge promotion, which entailed a move to Shreveport. While
discussing the pros and cons of a move, Brian discovered that Alice had been having an affair with
a co-worker for almost a year. Brian was devastated and demanded that Alice move out of the
house and stay with her parents. After a few days, Brian told Alice that he was willing to forgive
her if she quit her job and moved their family to Shreveport. He also presented Alice with a written
agreement that, in the event of a divorce, each spouse fully and irrevocably waived any and all
rights to both interim and final periodic support. They signed the agreement before a notary and
two witnesses, and then they all moved to Shreveport.
Alice and Brian sold the New Orleans home for $450,000. They purchased a new home in
Shreveport for $500,000, using the proceeds from the New Orleans home sale plus an additional
$50,000 loan to fund the new purchase.
Alice did not find a job in Shreveport, but tried to make the best of the move. She became
even more active with the children. But the damage to the marriage from Alice’s affair was
irreparable. Whenever Alice went anywhere, Brian would interrogate her upon her return home.
He regularly accused her of having new affairs even though she had not been unfaithful again.
Brian started drinking heavily and was less active in the children’s lives. He started to physically
strike Alice during heated arguments. He also developed a serious gambling problem, resulting in
a $60,000 debt.
After a year in Shreveport, Alice left Brian, took the kids back to New Orleans, moved in
with her parents, and got her advertising job back.
Please answer the six subquestions which follow on the next page. The subquestions in
Question 1 are not weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation
will receive no credit.
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1.1.

Are Alice and Brian legally married? Explain fully. (5 points)

For subquestions 1.2.-1.6. below, assume that neither Alice nor Bob had been drinking on Mardi
Gras day before the wedding ceremony.
1.2.

A. What are each spouse’s options for divorce?
B. What potential time delays, benefits and complications are associated with each
option? Explain fully. (10 points)

1.3.

Is either Alice or Brian entitled to interim and/or final spousal support? Explain
fully. (5 points)

1.4.

How should the home in Shreveport be classified: as Alice’s separate property or
instead as the couple’s community property? Explain fully. (10 points)

1.5.

How should the $60,000 gambling debt be classified: as Brian’s separate obligation or
instead as the couple’s community obligation? Explain fully. (5 points)

1.6.

If Alice and Brian cannot agree on custody for the two children, to whom should the
court award custody? Explain fully. (5 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE I
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS
Andrew and his wife Beth purchased a 10-acre rectangular shaped tract of land (the
“Property”) in St. Tammany Parish in 1979. The northern boundary runs along the public highway,
and the tract is bounded on the south by a lake, on the west by a farm owned by Nicholas and on
the east by a tract owned by Communication Company (“CC”) (a local cable TV and telephone
provider).
Shortly after Andrew and Beth acquired the Property, CC approached them about obtaining
rights to cross it to access customers on the other side of the lake. They agreed, giving “CC, as
owner of the neighboring property, and its successors and assigns” the right to place a conduit for
cable and phone lines across the Property, provided the conduit is at least 4 feet below ground, in
exchange for CC’s building and maintaining a gravel road running over the conduit’s path and
extending to the highway along the north side of the Property.
Around the same time that the couple contracted with CC, their neighbor Nicholas
constructed a fence along the entire west side of the Property in order to keep his animals on his
farm. Unbeknownst to Nicholas, Andrew or Beth, the fence was placed two feet to the east of the
actual property boundary so that a strip of the couple’s property was on Nicholas’ side of the fence
for the entire length of the Property. Fifteen years later, Nicholas sold his farm to Michael by an
act of sale using the valid property description from the act of sale by which he had acquired his
farm “together with all rights of prescription, whether acquisitive or liberative, to which said
vendor may be entitled.”
Andrew and Beth built a lake house in the southwest portion of the Property, and their
daughters Carol and Denise loved spending summers swimming and skiing on the lake. Andrew,
his family and friends regularly accessed the Property via the gravel road built by CC. Beth died
about 20 years ago, leaving her community property interest in the Property to her daughters and
granting Andrew a lifetime usufruct with the right to alienate the Property subject to the usufruct.
When Andrew’s younger daughter Denise went away to college 12 years ago, he married
a woman named Erin. Erin liked to travel, and after a few years, Andrew needed to sell some of
the Property to fund their travels. About 10 years ago, Andrew sold a 5-acre parcel at the southeast
corner of the Property to Billy so that he could build his own home on the lake. Billy’s tract did
not border the public highway, but he could reach it by boat via the pier where he customarily
docked his boat. The gravel road CC built touches one corner of Billy’s tract. Billy and his guests
also used the gravel road from the public highway.
Andrew recently died and left Erin a lifetime usufruct over his entire estate. Erin never got
along with Carol and Denise. After the funeral, Erin told Carol and Denise that they were no
longer allowed to use the lake house. Erin erected a key-coded fence across the gravel road,
precluding anyone without the code from entering the Property. Carol and Denise ignored Erin’s
demand and tried to get to the lake house, but they could not get to the road. Likewise, Billy could
no longer access his property from the road and demanded that Erin take down the gate. Erin
refused.
Frustrated, Carol and Denise decided to sell the Property. They hired a surveyor, who
discovered that the fence built by Nicholas encroached on the Property. Carol and Denise have
demanded that the current owner, Michael, remove the fence, but he has refused.
Please answer the six subquestions which follow on the next page. The subquestions in
Question 2 are not weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation
will receive no credit.
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2.1.

What are the nature and classification of the rights, if any, that CC acquired in the
Property? Explain fully. (7 points)

2.2.

Did Andrew have the right to sell the 5 acres of Property to Billy via a private sale?
Explain fully. (7 points)

2.3.

Assume for this question only that the sale to Billy was valid. What rights, if any,
does Billy have to use the gravel road? Explain fully. (8 points)

2.4.

Who owns the portion of the original 10-acre tract on the west side of the fence
constructed by Nicholas? Explain fully. (6 points)

2.5.

What rights, if any, does Erin have to deny Carol and Denise access to the Lake
House? Explain fully. (6 points)

2.6.

What rights, if any, do Carol and Denise have to sell the property? Explain fully. (6
points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
CIVIL CODE I
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 – 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
3.1.

Allocation of assets from divorce; one spouse’s separate property used for other spouse’s
separate property

3.2.

Classification of property; movable versus immovable

3.3.

Child custody; burdens of proof

3.4.

Rights against a good faith possessor of land

3.5.

Usufruct; repairs

3.6.

Parental authority; authority over child’s property

3.7.

Acquisitive prescription

3.8.

Co-ownership; partition

3.9.

Absent persons

3.10. Filiation

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 - 40 POINTS
Cedric and his wife, Felicia, were married in Louisiana and domiciled in Louisiana for their
entire marriage. They never executed a matrimonial agreement. Cedric and Felicia had three
children: Keira, Stuart, and Vern. Cedric had no other children. Three years ago, Vern died,
leaving his spouse, Wanda, and three children: Daphne, Edna, and Gertrude.
Cedric died without a will in Louisiana on August 1, 2017. He is survived by Felicia,
Keira, Stuart, Wanda, Daphne, Edna and Gertrude. Cedric is also survived by his mother, Harriet,
and his only sibling, Beatrice. Cedric left no forced heirs. At the time of his death, Cedric owned
the following property located in Louisiana:
•

Community Property: his undivided one-half interest in a home (the “Family
Home”) that he and Felicia purchased during their marriage with community funds.

•

Separate Property: naked ownership of an undivided one-fourth interest in a farm
(the “Farm”) that he inherited from his father and that is subject to the usufruct of
Harriet.

•

Separate Property: certain timberland (the “Timberland”) purchased by Cedric
prior to his marriage to Felicia.

1.1.

Who succeeded to Cedric’s interest in the Family Home? Explain fully. (12 Points)

1.2.

For question 1.2 only, assume that Keira does not wish to be in the chain of title to the
Family Home.
A.

What action must she take to effectuate her wish, and what are the legal
requirements for such action? Explain fully. (6 Points)

B.

May Keira inherit a portion of Cedric’s interest in the Farm if she takes the
necessary action to effectuate her wish not to be in the chain of title to the
Family Home? Explain fully. (3 Points)

FOR QUESTIONS 1.3. AND 1.4. ONLY, assume that Felicia married Art on September 1,
2017.
1.3.

What effect, if any, does Felicia’s marriage to Art have on ownership of the Family
Home? Explain fully. (4 Points)

1.4.

FOR QUESTION 1.4. ONLY, also assume that Felicia gave birth to Olivia on April
8, 2018. Under these circumstances, who succeeds to Cedric’s interest in the Farm?
Explain fully. (7 Points)

FOR QUESTIONS 1.5. AND 1.6. ONLY, assume that Cedric never had any children.
1.5.

Who succeeds to Cedric’s interest in the Family Home? Explain fully. (4 Points)

1.6.

Who succeeds to Cedric’s interest in the Timberland? Explain fully. (4 Points)
[End of Question 1]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 - 40 POINTS
Mary died last month. She lived in Louisiana her entire life. She divorced Todd in 2015
and never married again.
Todd is still alive, as are her only children: Ursula, Larry, Harry, Zeb, and Betty. None of
her children is a forced heir.
Mary left a valid notarial testament, signed in 2013, the dispositive provisions of which
read in the following order:
1.

I appoint Todd the independent executor of my last will and testament. If Todd
cannot so serve, I appoint Ursula as the independent executrix of my last will and
testament. If Ursula cannot so serve, I appoint Harry as independent executor of
my last will and testament.

2.

I leave Todd my farm Blackacre.

3.

I leave Harry my vintage 1968 Corvette (the “Corvette”); if Harry does not survive
me, I leave such vehicle to the National Corvette Museum of Bowling Green,
Kentucky.

4.

I leave my 2012 Toyota Avalon (the “Avalon”) to Zeb.

5.

I leave my interest in ACME Brick, L.L.C. to Harry and my good friend Doug.

6.

I leave a cash sum equal to 10% of my gross estate to charity. I direct my executor
to select the charities and determine how much each should receive.

7.

I leave my 2012 Toyota Avalon (the “Avalon”) to Larry.

8.

I leave the residue of my estate to my children, in equal shares, provided, however,
the legacy to Betty shall be made to the Smith Law Firm, APLC, but in trust and as
trustee for the benefit of Betty. This trust shall be known as the “Betty Trust”.
Betty shall be both income and principal beneficiary of this trust, and the trustee
shall distribute such of the income and the principal of the trust to or for the benefit
of Betty as it deems appropriate. This trust shall terminate on Betty’s death.

This document was in writing, dated, signed by Mary on each page and at the end, bore the
appropriate attestation clause, and was executed by Mary in the presence of a notary public and
two witnesses, namely, the notary’s secretary and Ursula’s husband, Robert, who had driven Mary
to the notary’s office. At the time of her death, Mary owned as her separate property all of the
property described in her 2013 will.
Please answer the seven subquestions which follow on the next page.
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2.1.

What percentage, if any, of Blackacre did Ursula inherit? Explain fully. (9 Points)

2.2.

Who should petition the court to be appointed Mary’s independent executor or
executrix? Explain fully. (6 Points)

2.3.

Is the substitution of the National Corvette Museum for Harry a permitted
substitution under the Louisiana Civil Code? Explain fully. (3 Points)

2.4.

Who inherited the Avalon? Explain fully. (3 Points).

2.5.

Is the charitable bequest of 10% of the gross estate a valid bequest? Explain fully.
(3 Points).

2.6.

Is the residuary bequest for the benefit of Betty a valid testamentary bequest in trust,
and can Smith Law Firm, APLC serve as trustee of the Betty Trust? Explain fully.
(10 Points)

FOR QUESTION 2.7 ONLY, ASSUME THE FOLLOWING:
Mary’s friend, Doug, died without a will in 2016 as a Louisiana domiciliary, leaving as his
sole heir his daughter, Carmen.
2.7.

Who inherited Mary’s interest in ACME Brick, L.L.C.? Explain fully. (6 Points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 - 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
3.1.

Intestate succession of immovable property

3.2.

Ingratitude

3.3.

Donations

3.4.

Donations

3.5.

Trusts; alienation

3.6.

Form of testaments

3.7.

Conflict of laws

3.8.

Collation

3.9.

Form of olographic testament

3.10. Form of testaments

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 – 25 POINTS
Brandon negotiated with Steven to buy from Steven a property with two buildings. The
main, front building had been in place for decades, and the second, rear building had been recently
constructed by Steven. Though Brandon did not mention this to Steven, Brandon’s chief motive
to purchase the property was to turn the front building into a restaurant. When Brandon asked
Steven about the property, Steven said that the property had been used solely for residential
purposes for decades, even though much of the neighborhood had been converted into shops and
restaurants. Steven observed that “the highest and best use of the property would probably be
either a commercial retail establishment or a restaurant, but it still generates very good cash flow
as residential property.” Brandon, who had made a living converting residential properties into
commercial uses, agreed.
Brandon purchased the property from Steven in November of 2018 under a written act of
sale that contained the following provision: “This sale is made with legal warranties with respect
to condition, but with no warranties or representations with respect to seller’s title to the property,
or with respect to peaceable possession, this sale being made entirely at purchaser’s sole peril and
risk.” This clause, which the notary pointed out at the sale, was initialed by Brandon.
At no time prior to the sale had there been any discussion between Brandon and Steven of
Brandon’s intent to convert the front building to a restaurant. Steven had always used the property
as a fully leased residential property.
Following the sale, Brandon spent $15,000 to repair the roof of the front building and an
additional $150,000 to convert the rear building into a party room that added no value to the
property and was not a “useful improvement” under applicable law. Within days after completing
this work, he discovered two issues:
•

First, the rear building was located upon a portion of the property subject to a
properly recorded underground utility servitude that Steven had granted before the
rear building was constructed. The servitude prohibited the construction of
buildings above the location of the underground utility works. No indications of
the existence of the underground utility servitude could be observed in a visual
inspection of the property. No action has been taken by the utility company in
response to the construction of the building over its underground utility works, and
its rights have not prescribed.

•

Second, Brandon discovered that the entire property was subject to a restrictive
servitude that had been granted by a prior owner and recorded long before Steven
acquired the property. Under the terms of this servitude, the property could not be
used for a restaurant or for retail sales operation. When Brandon brought the
existence of the underground utility servitude and the restrictive servitude to
Steven’s attention, Steven declined to take any action, citing the terms and waivers
of the act of sale.

On February 1, 2019, Brandon filed suit against Steven to rescind the sale of the property
on the basis of error, fraud, and breach of the warranty against eviction. In addition to the return
of the purchase price, Brandon seeks compensation for the amounts he incurred in repairing the
roof of the front building and improving the back building, as well as attorney’s fees.
Please answer the five subquestions which follow on the next page.
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For questions 1.1.-1.3., exclude from your answer any potential recovery under the warranties
against redhibitory defects or fitness for use.
1.1.

Does the existence of the restrictive servitude precluding the use of the property for a
restaurant afford Brandon a basis to rescind the sale of the property on the grounds
of error? Explain fully. (5 Points)

1.2.

Does the existence of the restrictive servitude precluding the use of the property for a
restaurant afford Brandon a basis to rescind the sale of the property on the grounds
of fraud? Explain fully. (5 Points)

1.3.

Does the existence of either the restrictive servitude or the underground utility
servitude afford Brandon a basis to rescind the sale of the property on the ground of
the warranty against eviction? Explain fully. (5 Points)

1.4.

Is the waiver in the act of sale by which Brandon purchased the property effective to
defeat or limit any recovery? Explain fully. (5 Points)

1.5.

Assume that Brandon is entitled to rescind the sale for breach of warranty against
eviction. What damages should he recover in that action? (5 Points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 – 30 POINTS
PART A
Stella, a structural engineer, owned a home. The home included a large skylight over the
kitchen. The skylight began to leak during the frequent rain storms in the area. Stella hired a
consultant, who advised her to undertake a complete replacement of the roof on the side of the
home containing the skylight. After conducting her own investigation, Stella determined to
undertake a less expensive repair, which included new caulking around the skylight and some
visible structural repairs. The leaks stopped following these repairs. There was no remaining
physical evidence of the leak damage.
On November 1, 2017, Stella sold the home to Paula. In her discussions with Paula before
the sale, Stella made no mention of the previous leaks from the skylight, or her work to repair the
leaks, and stated that the home to her knowledge had no current structural problems or roof leaks.
Paula’s inspection of the property revealed no issues with the roof or other components of the
home. The act of cash sale contained a clause stating that the home was sold on an “as-is, whereis basis”, with “no representations, express or implied, with respect to the condition of the property,
the absence of any hidden or redhibitory defects, including with respect to termites, leaks, faulty
plumbing or foundational issues”. Stella would not qualify as a builder under the New Homes
Warranty Act.
In August of 2018, the skylight once again began to leak. Paula attempted to complete
repairs with her own workers, but the problem could not be completely resolved and in fact grew
worse. The leaking water has caused damage to Paula's stove. Paula has never contacted Stella
about the leaks or provided her with an opportunity to repair. On December 1, 2018, Paula filed
suit against Stella to rescind the sale on the basis of redhibition, and sought recovery of damages
to her stove, the costs of her attempt at repairs to the home, and attorney’s fees.
2.1.

15 points, total.
A.

What rights, if any, does Paula have in an action against Stella based on the
condition of the home? How are those rights affected by the good faith or bad
faith of Stella? Explain fully. (8 points) Exclude any analysis of any rights
Paula may have under the warranty of fitness for use or under the vices of
consent arising in cases of fraud or error.

B.

What defenses, if any, does Stella have in an action by Paula based on the
condition of the home? Explain fully. (7 points) In your answer, you need not
repeat discussion of any defenses that you covered in your answer to part A of
this Question 2.1.
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PART B
Sarah owned a large stock of copper tubing that was stored behind her warehouse, as well
as a separate stack of steel pipe of various lengths in the same location. The aggregate length of
this steel pipe was not known. Sarah agreed in writing to sell Barbara the entire stock of copper
tubing for $1,000.00, and the entire stack of steel pipe for $1.50 per foot of pipe. Both the copper
tubing and the steel pipe were stolen the evening before they were scheduled to be delivered to
Barbara. Before they were stolen, neither the copper tubing nor the steel pipe had been weighed
or measured.
2.2.

9 points, total.
A.

Did a valid sale with transfer of ownership of the copper tubing arise between
Sarah and Barbara? Explain fully. (3 points)

B.

Did a valid sale with transfer of ownership of the steel pipe arise between
Sarah and Barbara? Explain fully. (3 points)

C.

Which of the parties bears the loss of the theft of the copper tubing? Of the
steel pipe? Explain fully. (3 points)

PART C
A landowner owns two tracts of land, Tract A and Tract B. On March 1, 2010, the
landowner leased Tract A for a ninety-year term at rent of $10,000 per year, with the lessee having
the option to renew the lease for an additional ninety years at rent of $20,000 per year. The lease
of Tract A was in writing, in proper form and duly recorded in the applicable conveyance records.
The landowner leased Tract B for a one-year period for a fixed annual rent payable on
December 31, 2016, which was the final date of the lease term. The lessee has never paid the rent.
The lease was never recorded.
2.3.

6 points, total.
A.

What is the maximum permissible term of the lease of Tract A with renewal
options? Explain fully. (2 points)

B.

Has the landowner’s claim against the lessee of Tract B for the past due rent
prescribed? On what date did, or will, the landowner’s claim prescribe,
assuming such day is not a legal holiday? Explain fully. (2 points)

C.

Are the landowner’s rights against the lessee of Tract B affected by the failure
to record the lease? Explain fully. (2 points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 – 25 POINTS
Property Owner is a corporation and owns two properties.
Property Owner acquired the first property (the “EBR Property”) in East Baton Rouge
Parish on April 15, 2016 from Seller under an act of credit sale, which was recorded on April 20,
2016 in the mortgage and conveyance records of East Baton Rouge Parish. The act of credit sale
recited that half of the stated price had been paid in cash and that the remaining balance due was
evidenced by a separate credit sale note dated on the same day, payable in three equal annual
payments on each anniversary date of the sale. The act of credit sale included a proper legal
description of the property. It also included and properly described a predial servitude in favor of
the EBR Property, which had been granted years ago to provide access to the rear of the property
from an adjoining street. As of the date of this exam, no payments have been made on the credit
sale note.
On April 18, 2016, following the execution of the credit sale but two days before its
recordation, a money judgment due and proper as to form and procedure was obtained against
Property Owner by Judgment Creditor. The money judgment was recorded in the mortgage
records of East Baton Rouge Parish on that same day and remains unpaid.
Property Owner acquired the second property (the “NO Property”) in Orleans Parish in
2016. An abandoned building on the NO Property was torn down and cleared by Demolition
Company on July 5, 2018. Supplies for the new building to be built were delivered to the NO
Property on August 1, 2018 and stored on it, including a large amount of lumber costing in excess
of $10,000. Property Owner paid for these deliveries immediately in full with cash. On August
15, 2018, Property Owner obtained a $1,000,000 loan from MortBank in connection with the
construction of the building. This loan, as well as all other present and future indebtedness of
Property Owner to MortBank up to a stated secured limit of $50,000,000, was secured by a written
mortgage dated August 15, 2018 by Property Owner in favor of MortBank (the “Mortgage”). The
Mortgage, which was valid in form, included the grant of a mortgage on both the NO Property and
EBR Property, which were both fully and validly described in the Mortgage. The Mortgage made
no mention of any servitudes. The Mortgage was recorded in the mortgage records of East Baton
Rouge and Orleans Parishes on the date it was executed. The Mortgage made no express reference
to a prior note in the amount of $500,000 by Property Owner to MortBank from 2017 (the “Prior
Note”). The Prior Note remains due and payable, and with the August 2018 loan, are the
outstanding obligations of Property Owner to MortBank.
SlabCo commenced the framing and slab installation for the new building on the NO
Property on September 1, 2018, and the building was substantially completed on November 15,
2018. On December 16, 2018, several statements of claim and privilege were recorded in the
Orleans Parish mortgage records. Each statement was in writing, duly acknowledged, contained
a full description of the amounts due to the claimant and the work performed, in full detail, and
contained a proper legal description of the NO Property. One of these claimants was the general
contractor. Its statement of privilege references the amount of its contract with Property Owner,
which was $500,000. Notice of the general contract between the general contractor and Property
Owner has not been recorded. The other claimants filing on that date were several of the
subcontractors, including SlabCo.
Business began to rapidly go downward for Property Owner. In response to demands by
MortBank, one of the shareholders of Property Owner, Kelly, agreed on a recorded telephone call
to personally guaranty the indebtedness of Property Owner to MortBank, but executed no written
guaranty agreement.
Please answer the seven subquestions which follow on the next page.
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All questions below are posed as of the date of this exam.
3.1.

Is Kelly personally obligated to MortBank, based on her telephone conversation?
Explain fully. (3 Points)

3.2.

Does the mortgage in favor of MortBank encumber the predial servitude in favor of
the EBR Property? Explain fully. (3 Points)

3.3.

Does the mortgage in favor of MortBank secure the Prior Note? Explain fully. (3
Points)

3.4.

What are the rights of Seller with respect to the Property Owner and the EBR
Property? Explain fully. (5 Points)

3.5.

Do Seller’s rights under the act of credit sale have priority over those of Judgment
Creditor? Explain fully. (3 Points)

3.6.

Do the rights of MortBank have priority over the privilege claims of SlabCo with
respect to the NO Property? On which day did the work of the building project
commence, for purposes of priority under the Private Works Act? Explain fully. (5
Points)

3.7.

Does the general contractor hold a privilege with respect to the NO Property?
Explain fully. (3 Points)

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 4 – 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
4.1.

Compromise agreements; requirements of form

4.2.

Contractual limitations of damages

4.3.

Privileges

4.4.

Guarantees; rights and defenses of guarantor

4.5.

Discrepancies in act of sale; mutual error; sale by boundaries

4.6.

Lesion

4.7.

Suretyship; solidary liability

4.8.

Conflict of laws

4.9.

Risk of loss in sale of movables

4.10. Compensation between mutual obligors

[End of Question 4]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
FEBRUARY 2019
WARNING:
The following are not issues on the ESSAY PORTION (Questions 1 and 2) of the
Constitutional Law Examination: mootness, ripeness, political question, case or controversy,
standing (other than in Question 1.3 below) or justiciability. NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN
FOR DISCUSSION OF THESE ISSUES IN EITHER OF THE TWO ESSAY QUESTIONS
(other than the discussion of standing in the answer to Question 1.3 below).
QUESTION 1 - 40 POINTS
Tyler Sims lives in a town in Louisiana where he is a football coach for one of the local
recreational football teams at a town-owned playground in a low-income neighborhood. His fouryear old daughter is a cheerleader at the playground and his wife, Tiffany, coaches the cheer squad.
Tiffany works for Mallard Clothing U.S. Sales. She had been instrumental in getting
Mallard Clothing to sponsor several youth teams in town. Mallard Clothing donated uniforms for
all of the teams at the playground where Tyler coaches and for Tiffany’s cheerleader squad. Each
uniform has a small mallard duck on the jerseys and shorts. Mallard Clothing also donated a van
that has a decal of a duck on both sides. The van allows the teams to travel to other playgrounds.
Mallard Clothing also donated funds for a state-of-the-art gymnasium and football fields.
Although the gymnasium and football fields did not display a mallard duck emblem, they each had
plaques indicating that Mallard Clothing supplied the funding for the gymnasium and football
fields.
Danny Golden, who owns a competing clothing company, is a prominent sponsor of youth
activities and sports teams in town and is a member of an animal rights group, Friends of Animals
(FOA). He and his group frequently attend city council meetings in town to urge pro-animal rights
legislation. FOA believes use of names and likenesses of innocent animals degrades the respect
due to living creatures.
Danny and other members of FOA are sponsors of town-owned playgrounds in high
income neighborhoods where the playgrounds are state of the art and are well maintained. Each
FOA member donates and raises more than $50,000 annually for each playground in these highincome neighborhoods
At the urging of Danny and other FOA members, the town’s City Council recently passed
an ordinance that prohibits teams using town-owned playgrounds from wearing uniforms that
feature animals. The ordinance also prohibits town-owned playgrounds from receiving equipment
and donations from any companies or organizations affiliated with “anything” in which an animal
is prominent. Any playground or team that has received donations prohibited by the ordinance,
and any coach for any such team, would be fined and prohibited from participating in sports
activities at town-owned playgrounds. The ordinance includes a finding that the population of
mallard ducks and other animals featured on the various area team uniforms has noticeably
decreased in the area in recent years.
Tyler’s football team traveled to one of the playgrounds in a high-income neighborhood
where Danny was in attendance. As a prominent booster at the playground, Danny urged the
athletic director of the playground to prohibit Tyler’s football team and the cheerleading squad
from participating because their uniforms had a duck on them. He gathered several members of
FOA and they protested the presence of both the football team and cheerleading squad. After
several “Go Team, Go, Fight Ducks, Fight On” cheers, the athletic director ended the game in the
middle of the first quarter and forced Tyler’s football team to forfeit the game.
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The next day, Tyler received official notice from the town’s Director of Sports Activities,
who advised that Tyler’s team could not participate in any activities at town-owned playgrounds
and that Tyler and several coaches at his playground were prohibited from participating in sports
at any town-owned playground. The Director also fined each team that wore Mallard Clothing
uniforms, and fined Tyler personally $50. The following day, Tyler sent a letter to the Director:
Dear Director,
I am shocked that you fined me and won’t let my team play. This seems like an
unfair vendetta orchestrated by Danny Golden and his rich friends, who don’t like poor
kids in their neighborhood and don’t like the fact that Danny’s competitors at Mallard
Clothing are trying to do something nice. I’d like a chance to present my side of the story.
The Director sent Tyler a terse reply: “I received your letter. But the law is clear, and you
violated it. So, the sanctions stand.”
1.1.

What challenges, if any, might Tyler reasonably assert against the town under the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and is he likely to prevail? Explain fully.
(15 Points)

1.2.

What due process claims, if any, might Tyler reasonably assert against the town under
the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and is he likely to prevail?
Explain fully. (10 Points)

1.3.

Does Mallard Clothing have standing to assert due process claims against the town
under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution? Explain fully. (5 Points)

1.4.

What equal protection claims, if any, might Tyler reasonably assert against the town
under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and is he likely to prevail?
Explain fully. (10 Points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 - 40 POINTS
In response to pressure by several local environmental groups the Louisiana Legislature
enacted the Chemical Emissions Act, which bans certain chemical emissions above specified
levels (although the statute does have exceptions for acts of God). The federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) bans these same emissions, but only when such emissions are above
specified levels much higher than the levels under the Chemical Emissions Act. The act includes
legislative finding that the lower emissions are necessary for the health and safety of citizens of
the State and will help prevent coastal erosion caused by climate change. The first violation of the
act is to result in a $1 million fine, and subsequent violations are to result in a fine of $25 million
and closure of the facility.
Also, in response to pressure by environmental groups, the Louisiana Legislature enacted
the Truck Transportation Act, which prohibits the transportation of goods in trucks with diesel
engines that are older than five years, unless they are retrofitted with certain pollution-mitigation
components purchased and installed in Louisiana. The trucks are required to be certified by
Louisiana mechanics to certify compliance with the act. As an incentive to improve economic
development in the State of Louisiana, the act further provides that companies with a principal
place of business in Louisiana are exempted from the act. A violation of the act could result in
fines of $20,000 per truck.
Global United owns several industrial facilities in Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi; each
facility has been in existence for over 25 years. Global United’s principal place of business is
located in Houston, Texas. Global United owns and operates twenty trucks that transport goods
throughout Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi; all of these trucks are older than five years, and only
two of the trucks have been certified by a Louisiana mechanic as retrofitted with the necessary
pollution-mitigation components under the Truck Transportation Act. Global United’s other
trucks that transport goods through Louisiana are not retrofitted.
Before these two statutes were enacted, Global United’s facilities were within the
permissible chemical emissions established by the EPA. The present emissions from Global
United’s facilities, however, are not within the limits allowable under the Chemical Emissions Act.
The State of Louisiana has fined Global United $1 million under the Chemical Emissions Act for
one of its four facilities in Louisiana. Although not in violation of the EPA’s emissions limits,
Global United fears its other three Louisiana facilities will also be fined under the Chemical
Emissions Act. In order to meet the stringent standards established by the Chemical Emissions
Act, Global United would have to spend over $100 million for its four facilities in Louisiana.
Louisiana United, which is not affiliated with Global United, is a Louisiana owned business
that recently constructed a state-of-the-art industrial facility near Baton Rouge; this facility
competes with Global United’s facilities. Louisiana United is also involved only in the
transportation of goods by truck. It has a fleet of ten trucks. Eight of its trucks were built in 2017
and are in full compliance with the Truck Transportation Act. Its two other trucks, however, are
older than five years and are not retrofitted with the pollution-mitigation components under the
Truck Transportation Act. Louisiana United did not seek certification of these two trucks based
on the exemption contained in the Truck Transportation Act.
Please answer the three subquestions which follow on the next page.
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2.1.

What equal protection claims under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, if any, might Global United reasonably assert against the State of
Louisiana regarding the Truck Transportation Act, and is Global United likely to
prevail? Explain fully. (10 Points)

2.2.

What claims under the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution, if any, might
Global United reasonably assert against the State of Louisiana regarding the
Chemical Emissions Act, and is Global United likely to prevail? Explain fully.
(15 Points)

2.3.

What claims under the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, if any, might
Global United reasonably assert against the State of Louisiana regarding the
Chemical Emissions Act and the Truck Transportation Act? Explain fully.
(15 Points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 - 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds
with the correct answer.
3.1.

Standing, mootness, live controversy

3.2.

Treaties, Supremacy Clause, executive powers

3.3.

Establishment of religion, public displays

3.4.

Commerce Clause, equal protection, scope of legislation

3.5.

Time, place and manner restrictions, free speech

3.6.

State action, citizenship, state interests

3.7.

Taking clause, due process, Commerce Clause, First Amendment

3.8.

Commerce Clause, due process, equal protection

3.9.

Equal Protection Clause

3.10. First Amendment, campaign contributions

[End of Question 3]
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CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 - 40 POINTS
One afternoon, Brandon received a telephone call from Chris. Chris wanted Brandon to
help him locate some marijuana to share with his friends. In response to Chris’s request, Brandon
called Eric about obtaining marijuana. Eric said he didn’t have any, but told Brandon to call Adam.
Brandon then texted Adam, who replied via text that he had at least 2 or 3 lbs. of marijuana
available for sale. After texting with Adam, Brandon called Chris back and let him know he had
lined up a deal for that afternoon. Chris and Eric then went and picked up Brandon at his house.
The three then went over to Adam’s apartment to purchase the marijuana.
Eric stayed in the truck while Brandon and Chris went up to purchase the marijuana from
Adam. Adam let Brandon and Chris into the apartment and told them they could sit on the sofa in
the living room. Adam said he would be right back after he got the marijuana from his bedroom.
A few minutes later Adam emerged from the bedroom wielding a pistol, pointed it at Chris, and
yelled for Chris to give up the money. When Chris refused, Adam slapped him with the pistol and
shot Chris in the side. Chris then removed the money from his shoe and handed it to Adam. Adam
took the money and fled. Chris then jumped out the bedroom window and ran back to the truck
where Eric proceeded to take him to a hospital emergency room. Brandon fled the scene on foot
and ran back to his house.
1.1.

What crimes, if any, have been committed under Louisiana Criminal Code and by
whom? For each crime, identify the elements of the crime and the facts supporting
the crime. (40 points)

[End of Question 1]
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CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 - 40 POINTS
Question 2 is a continuation of the facts from Question 1.
After Chris arrived at the hospital, the hospital staff quickly called the police and reported
a shooting victim. When police officers arrived, Chris told the officers that he and Eric had come
to town to hang out with Brandon. Chris told the officers that they went to Adam’s house to hang
out as well. Chris then told the police officers that Adam had taken his money at gunpoint, and
pistol whipped and shot him, but claimed that it was not drug related. Eric told the police the same
story.
Officers then immediately went to Adam’s apartment and forced their way inside. The
officers did not wait to obtain a warrant because they believed that Brandon could have also been
shot and could still be inside the apartment. The officers did not find Brandon at the apartment
but did find marijuana in Adam’s room. The officers also found a mop/bucket along with a bloody
towel in the kitchen pantry.
After searching the apartment, the officers returned to the hospital to question Chris and
Eric. When the officers arrived back at the hospital, the doctor had just finished up with Chris’s
bandaging and was releasing Chris to go home. The officers told Chris and Eric that they had a
few more questions for them and requested that Chris and Eric come to the police station to provide
formal video statements. Chris and Eric were then transported via separate police units back to
the station.
Upon arrival at the police station, the officers placed Eric into a holding cell and told him
they would return once they finished with Chris’s statement. The officers then escorted Chris
down the hallway into an interrogation room. After being properly advised as to his rights under
Miranda, Chris waived his rights and agreed to speak to the officers. The officers then questioned
Chris for approximately 3 hours during which time Eric remained inside his holding cell. While
waiting for the officers to finish their questioning of Chris, Eric requested permission to use the
restroom from one of the officers responsible for monitoring the station holding cells. That officer
told Eric that he did not have authority to let him out of the holding cell and that he would have to
wait for the other officers to return from interviewing Chris. During his statement, Chris refused
to admit to any wrongdoing and stuck to the same story he had previously given to the officers at
the hospital.
Following Chris’s interview, the officers returned to the holding cell to get Eric. After
allowing him to finally use the restroom, the officers escorted Eric to the interrogation room. The
officers advised Eric of his rights per Miranda and he agreed to waive his rights and speak with
the officers. The officers then told Eric that Chris had told them everything and that they now
knew the truth. In response, Eric quickly confessed and told the officers he and Chris had indeed
gone to Adam’s apartment to buy marijuana. Eric also told the officers of Brandon’s involvement
in arranging the deal and of Brandon being present at the time of the shooting. Chris and Eric
were both arrested following Eric’s interview. The prosecutors intend to use Eric’s confession
against Eric, Chris, and Brandon at their respective trials.
Once the officers finished booking Chris and Eric into the jail, they obtained an arrest
warrant for Brandon from the local judge. Brandon was subsequently arrested without incident at
his house. He was taken to the jail and booked on several charges. While booking Brandon into
the jail, officers recovered Brandon’s cell phone, searched the phone, and located text messages
between Brandon and Adam discussing the drug deal.
Please answer the four subquestions which follow on the next page. (10 points each)
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2.1.

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, exist for Adam to challenge the
search and seizure of the marijuana and bloody towel from his residence? Explain
fully. (10 Points)

2.2.

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, exist for Eric to challenge the
admissibility of his confession to officers at the police station? Explain fully. (10
points)

2.3.

Assume for Question 2.3 only that Chris’ initial statements to the officers at the
hospital included inculpatory statements. What state and/or federal constitutional
bases, if any, exist for Chris to challenge the admissibility of these inculpatory
statements? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.4.

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, exist for Brandon to challenge
the admissibility of the text messages seized from his cell phone? Explain fully. (10
points)

[End of Question 2]
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CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 - 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to the
correct answer.
The following multiple choice items are NOT based on the facts contained in Question 1 and
2.
3.1.

Preliminary examination

3.2.

Voir dire

3.3.

Appeal

3.4.

Evidence - impeachment evidence

3.5.

Evidence - hearsay exceptions

3.6.

Judgment of acquittal

3.7.

Right to counsel

3.8.

Motion for speedy trial

3.9.

Grounds for recusal of judge

3.10. Discovery by the defendant

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURSIDICTION AND PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 – 40 POINTS
Molly lives with her family on a farm in central Mississippi (MS). The farm keeps Molly
and her family close to home most of the time, but once a year they travel across Louisiana (LA)
to Texas (TX), where the family takes in a weekend of auto racing. The family usually stops for
the night in Shreveport, LA. Molly and her husband also make a trip every two years to the French
Quarter in New Orleans, LA. The only other time the family ventures from the farm is the annual
Thanksgiving dinner at Molly’s brother’s home in Monroe, LA.
While returning from a race weekend, Molly saw a sign advertising farm equipment for
sale in Monroe, LA. She stopped in Monroe and inspected three tractors. She tried to negotiate
price and terms with Jim, who represented Tractor Town LLC (Tractor Town), the owner of the
equipment but they did not reach an agreement. After Molly got home she continued to
communicate with Jim by text message and email until Tractor Town agreed to sell Molly the three
tractors for $100,000, payable in ten monthly installments of $10,000. The terms of the agreement
included an acceleration clause if a payment was missed. Molly drove to Monroe, signed the final
papers, had the tractors shipped to her MS farm, and began sending installment payments to
Tractor Town’s office in Monroe.
The Tractor Town business had started three years earlier. Jim, until then a lifelong
resident of MS, believed that he could use his farming talents to successfully operate a farm
equipment business that was for sale in LA. He convinced Delta Digging, Inc. to join him as the
second member of Tractor Town and provide the startup capital for the LLC, which they organized
under MS law. Tractor Town bought the LA farm equipment business, and Jim moved to LA to
run its operation.
Delta Digging, Inc., a Delaware (DE) corporation, manufactures shovels. All of its
shareholders are farmers in MS. Nancy, a resident of Natchez, MS, is Delta Digging’s business
manager and handles all the payroll, billing, and administrative tasks out of Delta Digging’s office
in Natchez. She frequently travels across the Mississippi River bridge to nearby Vidalia, LA,
where Delta Digging’s records storage facility is located.
The Tractor Town operation in LA, after three years of effort, did not prove to be profitable,
so Jim and Delta Digging are liquidating the LA farm equipment business. Jim, as both a member
and manager of Tractor Town, had been happy to make the sale of the tractors to Molly as part of
the liquidation. After Tractor Town ceases business, Jim is considering going to work for Delta
Digging at its office in Natchez.
Shortly after the tractors were delivered to Molly’s farm, she and her family ran into
financial difficulties, causing her to default after making only two payments to Tractor Town on
the installment agreement. After Molly was three months in arrears, Tractor Town filed suit on
the $80,000 balance due in the federal district court in Monroe, LA.
Please answer the three subquestions which follow on the next page. Your ability to
demonstrate knowledge of how to properly analyze the issues is more important than your
conclusion, so conclusory answers will receive little, if any, credit.
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1.1.

Would the federal district court in Monroe, LA have subject matter jurisdiction over
the case if Tractor Town chooses to file suit there? Explain. (20 Points)

For subquestions 1.2.-1.3. below, assume that Tractor Town LLC has no members, employees
or offices in MS and instead that they are located solely in Louisiana.
1.2.

Molly timely filed a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. May the LA
federal court properly exercise either general or specific personal jurisdiction over
Molly in the case? (15 Points)

1.3.

Assume for this question that the federal district court in LA has denied Molly’s
motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, and cross-motions for summary
judgment are now pending. Jim now sells his membership interest in Tractor Town
to Fred, a MS farmer who believes he can make Tractor Town succeed in MS where
Jim failed in LA. Fred is accepted as a member of the company. (5 Points)
A.

What effect, if any, does Fred’s becoming a member of Tractor Town have on
subject-matter jurisdiction over the federal suit? Explain.

B.

Would your answer or analysis change if Fred had become a member of
Tractor Town before Tractor Town filed suit? Explain.

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURSIDICTION AND PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 – 40 POINTS
A Louisiana statute makes it a crime to willfully violate a health or safety regulation
established by the Commissioner of Agriculture. Angel operates a crop dusting company, and she
has supplemented her income by having her planes pull advertising banners during the course of
their crop dusting. The low-flying, brightly colored planes always draw attention from passing
motorists, and advertising sales for the banners have been significant, especially during election
season.
The Commissioner of Agriculture passed a regulation that bans crop dusters and other
agricultural planes from pulling banners, for the stated reason that the banners are a safety hazard
to both the pilot and distracted motorists. Angel believes the regulation is unconstitutional as an
undue restriction on her First Amendment rights. After she continued to pull the banners, a local
sheriff’s deputy recently arrested her for violating this regulation.
Angel strongly objected to her arrest and stated that the regulation was not constitutional.
She then refused the deputy’s request to get in his car. The deputy, small in stature, was
intimidated by the irate crop duster and elected to draw his Taser to help ensure that he had the
upper hand in the arrest. Angel’s husband, Bob, witnessed the deputy’s arrest of his wife and
suffered his own form of shock. A felony bill of information was filed against Angel in state court.
Angel and Bob hired an attorney, who has filed suit in federal court in connection to the
arrest. The complaint asserts claims on behalf of Angel for excessive force against the deputy
under both 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for civil rights violations, and Louisiana tort law; the attorney
estimates that Angel’s claims have a settlement value of $50,000. Bob required two therapy
sessions to overcome his shock. The complaint also asserts state law tort and loss of consortium
claims on behalf of Bob; the attorney estimates that Bob’s claims have a combined fair value of
no more than $30,000. Angel, Bob, and the sheriff’s deputy are all Louisiana citizens.
Answer the seven subquestions below. Your ability to demonstrate knowledge of how to
properly analyze the issues is more important than your conclusion, so conclusory answers will
receive little, if any, credit.
2.1.

Does the federal court have the authority to hear Angel’s claims under 42
U.S.C.§1983? Explain. (5 Points)

2.2.

To what extent, if any, does the federal court have authority and discretion to hear (i)
Angel’s Louisiana tort claims and (ii) Bob’s Louisiana tort claims? Explain each. (5
Points)

2.3.

As part of their federal-court complaint, can Angel and Bob include a claim to declare
the Commissioner’s regulation unconstitutional without running afoul of the
Eleventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and if so, how? Explain. (5 Points)

2.4.

The deputy’s attorney, when she first reviewed the complaint against his client,
considered filing a motion for Rule 11 sanctions on the grounds that some of the
claims were wholly unfounded. She recalled that Rule 11 requires some preliminary
action on her part. What must she do to ask the court to impose sanctions for a Rule
11 violation? (5 Points)

2.5.

Angel’s criminal trial date in the state court is fast approaching, so she has filed a
motion requesting that the federal court issue an injunction staying the state-court
criminal matter until the federal litigation has been resolved. Should the federal
judge issue such an injunction against the state court prosecution? Explain. (5 Points)
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For subquestions 2.6.-2.7. below, assume that Angel and Bob have asserted no claim to have
the regulation at issue declared unconstitutional and that Angel never moved the federal court
to stay the state court prosecution against her.
2.6.

During the federal court proceeding against the deputy for excessive force, the
sheriff’s deputy testified at a deposition that he drew his Taser but never triggered or
activated it and that Angel’s injuries were caused by her hysterical overreaction to
the mere sight of the Taser. At another deposition, a technician who reviewed the
stored memory in the Taser device testified that the sheriff’s deputy was correct that
the device had not been activated on the day of the arrest.
The deputy’s attorney believes that she can use the testimony from the two depositions
to defeat Angel’s excessive force claims. To achieve that goal, which form of motion
should the deputy’s attorney file: a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under
Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 12(b)(6) or instead a motion for summary judgment under Fed. R.
Civ. Proc. 56?
Explain the differences between the two motions, including (i) what documents or
materials (if any) may be used to support each motion and (ii) the general standards
the court is to apply in deciding each motion. (10 Points)

2.7.

Assume that the deputy filed a Motion to Dismiss and that the federal judge entered
an order on March 1 granting the deputy’s motion in part by dismissing Angel’s §
1983 claims. Angel and Bob’s state law claims then proceeded to trial.
A jury addressed all of the remaining claims and, on May 30, returned a verdict in
favor of Angel and Bob for $25,000 in damages. The judge approved the form of final
judgment on May 31, and the clerk entered the judgment on June 1.
Angel believes the judge was wrong to grant the deputy’s motion to dismiss her § 1983
claim before trial. She wants the appellate court to reverse that decision and reinstate
the § 1983 claim (which, unlike the state-law claims, has the potential for punitive
damages and attorney fees).
What is the latest date for Angel to file a timely notice of appeal to contest the May
31 order dismissing her federal claim against the sheriff’s deputy? Explain. (5 Points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURSIDICTION AND PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 – 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
3.1.

Res judicata

3.2.

Amended claims and third-party claims; diversity jurisdiction

3.3.

Grounds for judgment as a matter of law

3.4.

Joinder of non-diverse party

3.5.

Rule 20

3.6.

Removal

3.7.

Waiver of defenses

3.8.

Removal

3.9.

Discovery

3.10. Venue
[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 - 40 POINTS
1.1.

When a lawyer has signed a pleading for a client and has filed it with the clerk of court,
what does the lawyer certify personally? (2 Points)

1.2.

What are the pleadings to which the lawyer’s certification applies? (2 Points)

1.3.

List three obligations an attorney has as an officer of the court. (3 Points)

1.4.

A lawyer’s signature on a discovery response constitutes a certification by the lawyer of
what? (2 Points)

1.5.

If a civil trial is by a jury of six, how many of the jurors must concur to render a verdict
unless the parties stipulate otherwise? (1 Point)

1.6.

After a bench trial, a money judgment was awarded in open court against Defendant on
Monday, April 1. It was signed in open court and recorded in the mortgage records on that
date. The clerk mailed it to all counsel on Tuesday, April 2. Plaintiff wants to enforce the
judgment immediately against Defendant. After reviewing the record and also checking
with the clerk of court, Plaintiff is satisfied that there has been no action taken or filed in
the record or other request for relief by Defendant as of Friday, April 5.
May Plaintiff take any action on the following Monday, April 8, against Defendant to
enforce the judgment? (1 Point)

1.7.

It has been six months since the clerk of court mailed to all parties notice of the signing of
a money judgment in favor of Plaintiff against Defendant. Defendant has taken no action
in the suit since that time. Plaintiff is aware that Defendant owns a tract of immovable
property located in the parish where the judgment was taken.
What action may Plaintiff take to enforce the judgment against the immovable property
owned by Defendant? Explain. (3 Points)

1.8.

A money judgment is now 9 years old, and it has not been satisfied by Defendant. Plaintiff
is aware that a judgment remains enforceable for ten years and that there is a procedure to
extend that judgment for another ten years. What action should Plaintiff take to gain such
an extension? Explain. (3 Points)

1.9.

Decedent was domiciled in Beauregard Parish at his death. He owned a tract of immovable
property in Beauregard Parish. The other assets that he had at his death were an investment
account and a checking account which totaled around $100,000 in cash value. There are
no debts associated with the succession. He did not leave a will and is survived by one
daughter, who is domiciled and lives in Houston, Texas. She wants to be recognized as his
sole heir and take possession of the assets of her father. (6 Points)
A.

In the succession proceedings, what facts must be set forth in an affidavit to
demonstrate that the daughter is filing in the correct court and for the proper
interested person or persons? (3 Points)

B.

Under Louisiana law, the daughter must introduce evidence of the assets of the
decedent with the court. What are the two ways to accomplish introduction of the
evidence and what should be filed to satisfy this requirement? (3 Points)
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1.10. The assets of the succession of a decedent who died without a will have a value of no more
than $50,000. Because the decedent owned a small tract of immovable property, there is a
need to place in the record the facts of his death and the identity of the persons who will
inherit his assets. What filing may the heirs make to accomplish this goal without having
to file a judicial proceeding? Explain. (2 Points)
1.11. Lessor owns a small house and has rented it to Lessee on a monthly basis. There is no
written contract, but the oral agreement between Lessor and Lessee is that Lessee pays rent
on the first day of every month. Lessee has not paid rent for the last two months. Lessor
has spoken to Lessee to remind Lessee of the rent due, but no other notice has been given
to Lessee regarding past due rent. Lessee is still living in the house. Lessor wants the
house back with Lessee removed from the premises.
What steps must be taken to accomplish this? (2 Points)
1.12. There is a written lease for a house between Lessor and Lessee with a definite term of one
year. The lease provides that the rent is due on the first day of each month and that Lessee
waives any notice to vacate.
Lessee has not made the required payment on the first day of the month; it is now the 15th
day of the month and payment still has not been made. May Lessor proceed with filing an
eviction proceeding in court without first giving Lessee a written notice to vacate? (1 Point)
1.13. Plaintiff is one of four children who have inherited a 1,400- acre tract of land located
adjacent to the Mississippi River. The property is all agricultural and has been an active
farm for over 100 years. The eastern boundary of the tract is approximately 800 feet long
and runs along the river. A public road runs along the entire length of the northern property
line.
Attempts have been made among the siblings to either divide the property or sell all or a
portion of it, but those efforts have not been successful. Plaintiff has decided that she no
longer wants to own that land with her siblings and wants it either divided or sold. What
are her legal options? Explain. (3 Points)
1.14. Homeowner purchased a window air conditioner and installed it at her home. Soon after,
the air conditioner caught fire, causing property damage to Homeowner’s home.
Homeowner’s insurer paid Homeowner property damages to the limits of her homeowner’s
insurance policy. However, Homeowner’s property damages exceed the limits of her
policy with Insurer. One day before the prescription date, Homeowner filed a product
liability suit against the air conditioner manufacturer (Manufacturer) for her property losses
that exceed her insurance limits. Manufacturer was served ten days after the suit was filed.
Two months later, Insurer filed an intervention in the suit, as a plaintiff, seeking to recover
from Manufacturer the amount it paid Homeowner under the insurance policy.
Manufacturer filed an exception of prescription to the intervention. Should the exception
be maintained? Explain. (3 Points)
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1.15. Plaintiff sued Defendant for breach of contract. The contract specified the amount of
damages that would be recoverable by Plaintiff in the event Defendant failed to perform.
After adequate discovery, the court fixed a trial date. Plaintiff has now decided to file a
motion for summary judgment for a judgment in its favor. (4 Points)
A.

What is the time deadline for Plaintiff to file and serve the motion for summary
judgment and all supporting documents? (1 Point)

B.

Plaintiff timely filed and served the motion for summary judgment. The court has
set a hearing date on the motion. What is the time deadline for Defendant to file
and serve an opposition to the motion, including all documents in support of the
opposition? (1 Point)

C.

When is the last day for the court to render a judgment on the motion? (1 Point)

D.

The judge denied the motion for summary judgment. The case then proceeded to a
bench trial. At the close of Plaintiff’s case, Defendant believes Plaintiff, under the
evidence and applicable law, has shown no right to any relief against Defendant
and wants to have Plaintiff’s case dismissed. What should Defendant do to bring
the trial to a conclusion at this point? (1 Point)

1.16. In a tort suit, expert witness reports have been exchanged prior to trial, and the discovery
depositions of both experts have been taken. Attorney for Defendant believes that
Plaintiff’s expert is completely unqualified to give expert testimony in the suit and that his
methodology is “junk science.” (2 Points)
A.

What motion should be brought before the court to test the expert’s qualifications
and opinions? (1 Point)

B.

What is the time deadline for bringing the motion? (1 Point)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 - 40 POINTS
The following fact pattern applies to all subparts of Question 2:
Plaintiff was injured when the vehicle he was operating was struck by an 18-wheeler
operated by Driver and owned by Owner. Plaintiff, Driver, and Owner are all domiciled
in Louisiana, and the accident occurred in Louisiana.
2.1.

Plaintiff filed a petition for damages against Driver and Owner but at that time did not have
a current address for Driver. How long and from what date does Plaintiff have to determine
a current address for Driver and request service? (2 Points)

2.2.

Plaintiff wants to obtain trial by jury. Neither Plaintiff’s petition nor the answers filed by
Owner and Driver included a jury demand. What must Plaintiff do, and when, to obtain
trial by jury? (4 Points)

2.3.

During discovery, Plaintiff learned that an eyewitness to the accident lives in another
parish, over 100 miles from the courthouse in which the trial is to be held. Plaintiff wants
to present that witness for testimony at trial. Can the witness be compelled to testify at
trial? Explain. (3 Points)

2.4.

Plaintiff believes Owner has relevant and admissible information on several matters that
are necessary to support Plaintiff’s claims. However, Plaintiff does not know which of
Owner’s officers or employees would be most likely to have knowledge of these subjects.
(3 Points)
A.

What action can Plaintiff take to obtain the deposition of the appropriate officials
or employees without knowing their identities? (2 Points)

B.

What must Owner do in response to this action? (1 Point)

2.5.

Plaintiff’s counsel served discovery asking Driver and Owner to identify all witnesses to
the accident. Driver and Owner timely and accurately answered that discovery. Two
weeks before trial, Driver learned of a new, previously unidentified witness who observed
the accident. Driver does not plan to call this witness at trial, because the testimony will
be adverse to Driver’s interests. What responsibility, if any, does Driver have to divulge
the identity of this new witness to opposing counsel? Explain. (2 Points)

2.6.

Plaintiff knows that the hospital where Plaintiff was treated after the accident has
documents and records that are very helpful to establish damages in his case. However,
the hospital medical records librarian refuses to give the documents to Plaintiff. The
librarian is not someone from whom testimony would be needed. All Plaintiff wants are
the hospital’s records. What can Plaintiff do to obtain the records of the hospital without
taking the librarian’s deposition testimony or examining the librarian at trial? (1 Point)

2.7.

During jury selection, a potential juror disclosed that she is a first cousin of, and lives next
door to, Plaintiff’s lawyer. Defense counsel asked the judge to excuse this potential juror
for cause. What should be the basis for defense counsel’s request? (1 Point)
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2.8.

2.9.

Plaintiff has completed the presentation of his case to the jury. Driver and Owner believe
that, upon the facts adduced during Plaintiff’s case and applicable law, Plaintiff has shown
no right to relief against Driver and Owner and they want to have Plaintiff’s case dismissed
without Driver and Owner having to offer any evidence. (2 Points)
A.

What can be done to bring the trial to a conclusion at this point? (1 Point)

B.

If Driver and Owner do not succeed in having the case dismissed at this point, what
effect, if any, does this failure have on their rights to offer further evidence? (1
Point)

During the jury trial, testimony of Plaintiff’s treating physician was presented to the jury
by a pre-trial video deposition. The transcript of the deposition testimony was admitted
into evidence, along with treating physician’s medical records. During jury deliberations,
the jury foreperson sent a note to the judge stating that the jury would like to see the
transcript of the testimony of treating physician and his medical records. Defense counsel
objected. How should the trial judge rule on defense counsel’s objection, and what should
the judge do in response to the jury’s request? Explain. (3 Points)

2.10. The jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff and against Driver and Owner. Plaintiff
disagrees with the verdict on the grounds that it is woefully inadequate given the serious
injuries suffered by Plaintiff. What action, if any, can Plaintiff take in the trial court to
obtain an increase in the jury award but leave the liability finding intact? Explain. (2
Points)
2.11. Following the jury’s verdict, the judge signed and dated a judgment in favor of Plaintiff
and against Driver and Owner. Thereafter, the clerk of court mailed notice of the judgment
to all counsel. Owner disagrees with the verdict, particularly the finding that Driver was
acting in the course and scope of his employment at the time of the accident. (4 Points)
A.

What is the last day on which Owner may file a motion for a new trial or a judgment
notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV)? (2 Points)

B.

Assuming that no party makes an application for new trial or JNOV, how many
days and from what day does Owner have to file for a suspensive appeal? (1 Point)

C.

Assuming that no party makes an application for new trial or JNOV, how many
days and from what day does Owner have to file for a devolutive appeal? (1 Point)

2.12. Following the jury’s verdict in favor of Plaintiff, Driver timely filed motions for a new trial
and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict.
A.

What are possible grounds upon which the judge should grant a new trial? (2 Points)

B.

What standards should the judge use in analyzing the jury’s verdict in order to
determine whether to grant a judgment notwithstanding the verdict? (2 Points)

2.13. After his motions for a new trial and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict were denied,
Driver timely filed for suspensive appeal. Plaintiff believes the security furnished by
Driver is insufficient or invalid. What can Plaintiff do to challenge the security’s
sufficiency or validity? Explain. (4 Points)
2.14. A judgment has been rendered holding the security insufficient or invalid. What, if
anything, can Driver do to correct these defects? Explain. (1 Point)
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2.15. Driver and Owner have properly perfected suspensive appeals. After the trial court record
was lodged with the appellate court, Plaintiff filed a motion in the trial court to tax expert
witness fees and other court costs of trial to Driver and Owner. May the trial court hear
that motion? Explain. (1 Point)
2.16. Driver and Owner have properly perfected their suspensive appeals and the record has been
lodged with the court of appeal. Plaintiff did not take an appeal, and the deadline for
Plaintiff to take an appeal has now passed. Plaintiff wants to have the court of appeal
modify the trial court’s judgment by increasing the award. What must Plaintiff file and
when? (3 Points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 - 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to
the correct answer.
3.1.

Sanctions for failure to respond to discovery

3.2.

Jury trial; minimum for verdict

3.3.

Reasons for denial of trial consolidation

3.4.

Exceptions; time of filing

3.5.

Suspensive appeals; bond amounts

3.6.

Grounds for recusal of judge

3.7.

Successions; venue

3.8.

Jury trial; challenge for cause

3.9.

Pleading of fault of third parties in tort actions

3.10. Finality of judgments – Court of Appeal

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 1 - 40 POINTS
Paul was arguing with his friend and roommate, Dan. After Dan struck Paul with a baseball
bat, Paul fled the apartment and ran across the street to his grandmother’s house and away from
Dan. Dan chased Paul through the street waving the bat.
Just as Dan was chasing Paul, a driver in a car on the street was texting while driving. As
Paul entered the street, the driver saw Paul and slammed on the brakes but the car did not stop.
The driver’s car struck Paul. Paul was severely injured by the collision.
Paul’s grandmother ran out of the house when she heard the collision. Paul’s grandmother
saw Paul lying in the road after he was struck by the driver’s vehicle and became distraught by the
sight of her grandson lying severely injured in the road. Dan saw Paul lying in the road and also
became distraught by the sight of the injuries to his friend and roommate.
The brakes on the driver’s car were manufactured by ABC Car Co. (ABC). Several months
before the accident, the driver had received a notice of recall from ABC regarding a brake defect.
The recall notice requested that all car owners with brakes manufactured by ABC return their cars
to ABC for repair of the defect. The driver threw the recall notice in the trash and did not do
anything regarding the recall. If the driver’s car had been repaired, the collision would not have
occurred.
What theory or theories of liability might reasonably be asserted in each of the
following actions, what defenses can reasonably be raised, and which party is likely to
prevail? Explain.
1.1.

Paul v. the driver

1.2.

Paul v. Dan

1.3.

Paul v. ABC Car Co.

1.4.

Paul’s grandmother v. the driver

1.5.

Dan v. the driver

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 2 - 40 POINTS
A woman is an associate at Law Firm LLC. A friend visited the associate at Law Firm
LLC. While two friends were walking to the break room at Law Firm LLC, both of them tripped
over a misplaced carpet. Law Firm LLC had knowledge of prior incidents of persons falling over
the exact misplaced carpet. Because of the trip and fall, the associate broke her hand and the friend
broke her leg.
2.1.

What theory or theories of liability might reasonably be asserted by the associate
against Law Firm, LLC for damages due to her injury? Explain.

Following the accident, the associate was taken to State Hospital. While at State Hospital,
a nurse gave the associate the wrong medication which caused her to have a serious, painful
reaction that lasted for over a week before she then fall into a coma. After weeks in the hospital,
the associate died. She is survived by her mother and her sister.
The friend took a photo of her broken leg in a cast and posted the photo on social media.
The caption of the photo stated: “Nobody should ever hire Law Firm LLC. They broke my leg
and they refuse to answer my calls!” The post went viral. The managing partner of Law Firm
LLC saw the social media post, as did thousands of other persons.
What theory or theories of liability might reasonably be asserted in each of the
following actions? Explain.
2.2.

The associate’s mother v. State Hospital

2.3.

The associate’s sister v. State Hospital

2.4.

Law Firm LLC v. the friend

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
FEBRUARY 2019
QUESTION 3 - 20 POINTS
For each of the following ten multiple choice items, select the letter that corresponds to the
correct answer.
3.1.

Workers compensation

3.2.

Psychologist/Psychiatrist – limitation of liability

3.3.

Battery

3.4.

Defamation

3.5.

Assault

3.6.

Comparative fault

3.7.

Invasion of privacy

3.8.

Conflict of laws; products liability

3.9.

Tortious interference with a contract

3.10. Strict liability for dog owners

[End of Question 3]
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